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Highlights
• The methodology supports knowledge discovery by cross-domain literature
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exploration.
• Outlier detection and expert assisted filtering fasten bridging terms identification.

• Nitric Oxide Synthase was found to link Alzheimers disease and gut microbiota.
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• Results point out the role of immune system in neurodegenerative diseases.
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Abstract

In knowledge discovery, experts frequently need to combine knowledge from
different domains to get new insights and derive new conclusions. Intelligent
systems should support the experts in the search for relationships between concepts from different domains, where huge amounts of possible combinations
require the systems to be efficient but also sufficiently general, open and inter-

M

active to enable the experts to creatively guide the discovery process. The paper
proposes a cross-domain literature mining methodology that achieves this func-

ED

tionality by combining the functionality of two complementary text mining tools:
clustering and topic ontology creation tool OntoGen and cross-domain bridging terms exploration tool CrossBee. Focusing on outlier documents identified

PT

by OntoGen contributes to the efficiency, while CrossBee allows for flexible and
user-friendly bridging concepts exploration and identification. The proposed ap-

CE

proach, which is domain independent and can support cross-domain knowledge
discovery in any field of science, is illustrated on a biomedical case study dealing with Alzheimer’s disease, one of the most threatening age-related diseases,

AC

deteriorating lives of numerous individuals and challenging the ageing society
as a whole. By applying the proposed methodology to Alzheimer’s disease and
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gut microbiota PubMed articles, we have identified Nitric oxide synthase (NOS)
as a potentially valuable link between these two domains. The results support
the hypothesis of neuroinflammatory nature of Alzheimer’s disease, and is in-
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dicative for the quest for identifying strategies to control nitric oxide-associated
pathways in the periphery and in the brain. By addressing common mediators

of inflammation using literature-based discovery, we have succeeded to uncover

previously unidentified molecular links between Alzheimer’s disease and gut microbiota with a multi-target therapeutic potential.

Keywords: Literature-based discovery, Outlier detection, Alzheimer’s disease,
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Gut microbiome

1. Introduction

Generating new scientific hypotheses has always required a lot of expert
knowledge and creativity. Nowadays, it also requires the ability to search, anal-

5

M

yse and relate enormous quantities of potentially relevant pieces of information,
dispersed in scientific literature and all too often confined to isolated knowledge silos of individual scientific disciplines. Therefore, computational support

ED

to scientific discovery, one of the earliest and most successful areas of artificial
intelligence (AI) research, has again raised attention of numerous researchers.

10

PT

In addition to surveying historical examples, including early expert systems
such as DENDRAL (Feigenbaum et al., 1971), Pat Langley (2000) discusses
different steps of the discovery process, from problem formulation to filtering

CE

and interpretation, which are needed for a discovery to be accepted in the scientific community. Since then, many approaches to computationally supported
knowledge discovery have been developed, including effective literature-based
cross-domain knowledge discovery methods (Swanson, 2008). Langley’s argu-

AC
15

ments, including those describing the important role of human developers and
users of knowledge discovery methods, are still perfectly valid and are echoed
in the essay “The place of literature-based discovery in contemporary scientific
practice” by Smalheiser and Torvik (2008). As stated by Swanson (2008), it is

3
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important to support and enhance the human knowledge discovery ability with
effective computer supported tools that are needed to distinguish potentially
interesting new hypotheses from huge amounts of all other possibilities. In this
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sense, we can see literature-based discovery methods as a potential building
blocks of interactive recommender systems (He et al., 2016), in which the user’s
25

ability to control the discovery process is one of the important preconditions

for computational tools acceptance, sometimes even more important than the
accuracy of the used algorithms.

Literature-based discovery (LBD) is a computer supported approach used

30
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to identify implicit knowledge from literature databases with the aim of sug-

gesting and supporting new hypotheses, usually by uncovering hidden links between concepts in diverse, previously unconnected scientific literatures. Swanson (1986) was the first to propose text mining approaches to detect crossdomain links via bridging terms (B-terms), connecting previously unrelated
medical literature domains. His idea of discovering new hypotheses by connecting fragmented pieces of knowledge from different contexts via bridging terms

M

35

has proved to be very powerful and has inspired many researchers. Through fur-

ED

ther development, LBD has matured as a research field on its own, increasingly
connected with scientific practice (Bruza and Weeber, 2008) and with a number
of successful applications, especially in biomedicine as demonstrated by numerous examples Swanson (1990); Erhardt et al. (2006); Jensen et al. (2006); Zhang

PT
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et al. (2014); Oh and Deasy (2016); Rajpal et al. (2014); Kumar and Tipney

CE

(2014); Oh and Deasy (2016). Several tools have been proposed to exploit LBD
methodologies to support experts in the complex task of discovering hidden
cross-domain connections, such as ARROWSMITH (Smalheiser and Swanson,
1998), LitLinker (Yetisgen-Yildiz and Pratt, 2006), BITOLA (Hristovski et al.,

AC

45

2005), and Literaby (Weeber, 2007).
Given a rapid growth of scientific literature, one of the main problems in

LBD is the size of the search space that can be huge. Different approaches
cope with this problem in different ways. Many of them use MeSH (Medical

50

Subject Headings) concepts and Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) se4
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mantic types to filter the candidates, some examples including (Yetisgen-Yildiz
and Pratt, 2006) and (Chen et al., 2011). Systems that are specialized for a
particular type of tasks may use specific background knowledge, for example a

55
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thesaurus of gene and protein symbols as used in (Hristovski et al., 2005). On
the other hand, if we want the system to be applicable in a wide range of dif-

ferent tasks, more general approaches should be used, one possibility being the

use of advanced natural language processing (NLP) approaches. For example,

Hristovski et al. (2008) enhance LBD by capturing semantic relations from the
literature with two NLP systems coupled with their LBD system BITOLA.

In this paper we explore NLP in another way. We suggest a new LBD
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methodology based on the observation that bridging terms indicating potential
cross-domain links are more frequent in the outlier documents. In the context
of LBD, these are the documents that lie outside the main group of documents
of its own domain (Sluban et al., 2012; Petrič et al., 2012). We propose a
65

method that—by combining an outlier detection process with the cross-domain

M

exploration—reduces the set of the documents to be checked by focusing on
those documents with a higher probability of containing interesting bridging

ED

terms that represent potential cross-domain connections.
We test the proposed methodology exploiting the capabilities of two different
70

software tools—OntoGen for outlier detection and CrossBee for cross-domain

PT

exploration—by applying it to the investigation of Alzheimer’s disease, one of
the most studied neurodegenerative diseases. We concentrate on the “gut-brain

CE

axis” with the aim of contributing to a better understanding of Alzheimer’s
disease, by investigating the links it might have with gut microbiota. Ageing

75

related pathologies, such as Alzheimer’s disease and neurodegenerative diseases

AC

in general, are a big social and economic problem, leading to numerous societal challenges. Neurodegenerative diseases severely deteriorate lives of many
individuals. With ageing of population, they become an urgent priority also
due to their social and economic implications. While single-cell mechanisms of

80

ageing processes have been extensively studied, limited knowledge is available
on the changes occurring at tissue, organ and system levels leading to the pro5
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gression of complex chronic age-related disorders, to delineate new hypotheses
for potential therapeutic interventions.
Recent clinical literature on gut microbiota supports the strong relationship
between the human digestive system and neurodegenerative diseases (such as

CR
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T

85

Alzheimer’s disease) indicating new trajectories for original biomedical research

(Ghaisas et al., 2016). A growing number of scientific articles in this field,
including our own research, indicate that a link between dietary and gastrointestinal system and Alzheimer’s disease is worth investigating (Gubiani et al.,
90

2015), providing a motivation for using text and literature mining methods to
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identify new hypotheses that can be associated with memory, cognitive dys-

function and brain diseases. This research explores the power of LBD as means
for connecting gut microbiota with neurodegenerative diseases, focussing on the
“gut-brain axis” with the aim of discovering new potential links between neu95

ronal diseases and gut microbiome. Consequently, in our study we concentrate
on the “gut-brain axis” with the aim of contributing to a better understanding of

M

Alzheimer’s disease by investigating the links it might have with gut microbiota.
The paper is organized as follows. After explaining the background and mo-

100

ED

tivation for this research in Section 2, Section 3 outlines the proposed methodology for effective cross-domain literature exploration. Section 4 presents the
results: the uncovered candidate bridging terms connecting the Alzheimer’s

PT

disease literature and the gut microbiota literature. Finally, in Section 5 we
provide additional connections with the related literature and comment on the

CE

application of the methodology by summarizing the results.

2. Background and motivation

AC

105

This research is motivated by the early work of Swanson (1990) and Smal-

heiser and Swanson (1998), who developed an approach to assist the user in LBD
by detecting interesting cross-domain terms with a goal to uncover new relations
between previously unrelated concepts. Their approach has been implemented

110

in online system ARROWSMITH, developed by Smalheiser and Swanson (1998).

6
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ARROWSMITH takes as input two sets of scientific papers from disjoint domains (disjoint document corpora) A and C, and lists terms that are common to
A and C; the resulting bridging terms b are further investigated by the user for

115
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their potential to generate new scientific hypotheses. Their approach, known as
the “ABC model of knowledge discovery”, addresses several settings, including
the closed discovery setting (Weeber et al., 2001), where two initially separate

domains A and C are specified by the user at the beginning of the discovery

process, and the goal is to search for bridging concepts (terms) b in order to
support the validation of the hypothesized connection between A and C.

The methodology presented in this work upgrades our previous LBD ap-
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proaches. In the work of Juršič et al. (2012a), we followed the basic idea of
Swanson’s “ABC model of knowledge discovery”, also aiming at discovering
bridging terms b as potential links pointing towards new scientific hypotheses. As the identification of bridging terms with high potential relevance for
125

interesting discoveries is a complex process, we based our exploration on using

M

new heuristics that are capable of detecting and ranking the potential bridging
terms, where a system of ranking candidate bridging terms by ensemble voting

ED

of heuristics was proposed and validated. This methodology was implemented
in a user-friendly web application named CrossBee (Cross-Context Bisociation
130

Explorer, (Juršič et al., 2012b)). The user starts literature-based discovery by

PT

uploading documents from two distinct domains, followed by document exploration using the discovered bridging terms (B-terms), ranked by the ensemble

CE

of heuristics. Based on our previous findings that outlier documents contain a
substantially larger amount of bridging terms than regular (non-outlier) docu-

135

ments (Sluban et al., 2012), some of the CrossBee heuristics have been designed

AC

to effectively discover B-terms in the outlier documents. Different options can
be set to configure the CrossBee discovery process, where supplementary functionalities and various visualizations help the user to effectively perform crossdomain document exploration.

140

Following the work of Petrič et al. (2012) and Sluban et al. (2012), this
paper approaches cross-domain knowledge discovery by first determining outlier
7
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documents for the two scientific domains of interest, followed by the search for
particular B-terms. The underlying reasoning is as follows: while the majority of
articles in a given specialized scientific domain describe the phenomena related
to a common understanding and most intensively investigated issues in the

CR
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T
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given domain of interest, the exploration of outlier documents may lead to

the detection of scientifically, pharmacologically or clinically relevant bridging
concepts among sets of scientific articles from two disjoint domains in a novel,

not yet explored way. By applying a new outlier-based methodology presented
150

in this paper, we have succeeded to further reduce the set of outlier documents,
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thus increasing the efficiency and the effectiveness of the knowledge discovery

process, given the reduced size of the corpora under investigation that became
manageable for expert’s inspection and hypothesis formation.
2.1. Medical motivation and research aims

This research is motivated by the early work of Swanson (1990) and Smal-

155

M

heiser and Swanson (1998), who developed an approach to assist the user in
LBD by detecting interesting cross-domain terms with a goal to uncover the

ED

possible relations between previously unrelated concepts. Swanson’s seminal
work from more than 25 years ago has shown that databases such as PubMed
160

can serve as a rich source of yet hidden relations between usually unrelated

PT

topics, potentially leading to novel insights and discoveries. By studying two
separate literatures, i.e. the literature on migraine headache and the articles on
magnesium, Swanson discovered several connections supportive for the hypoth-

CE

esis that magnesium deficiency might cause migraine headache (Swanson, 1988,

165

1990; Swanson et al., 2006).

AC

Table 1 presents some of the Swanson’s examples of discovered bridging

concepts and the respective arguments from documents of the two domains
that indicate that the discovered terms may indeed be considered as potential
bridging terms providing meaningful links between the two domains. Swanson’s

170

literature mining results have been later confirmed by laboratory and clinical
investigations. This well-known example has become the gold standard in the
8
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Table 1: Examples of arguments connecting migraine literature and magnesium
literature via bridging concepts (in bold), summarised from Swanson (1990).

Argument 2

Literature on migraine

Literature on Magnesium

Ion channels are involved in mi-

Magnesium is a ion

graine attacks.

blocker.

Stress and Type A behaviour

Stress and Type A behaviour

are associated with migraine.

lead to body loss of magnesium.

Migraine may involve sterile in-

Magnesium modulates

flammation.

inflammation.
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Argument 1
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channel

. . .

. . .

literature mining field and has been used as a benchmark in several other studies,
including our previous work (Juršič et al., 2012a).

Recent advancements in understandings human metabolic pathways have
highlighted the importance of the function of gut microbiota diversity for hu-

M

175

man health. Recent data indicate that it represents a key element involved in

ED

transformation and absorption of nutrients, immunology balance and integrity
of the “gut-brain axis” via proper functioning of the immune system and autonomous nervous system. Increasing knowledge in ageing neuronal pathologies
is also recently focusing on impact of active food, as well as in nutrition or mal-

PT
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nutrition problems incurring in several categories of patients. The link between

CE

“ageing” and “food” knowledge domains was recently studied in information
technology (IT) terms (Gubiani et al., 2015) where – starting from literature
about gut “microbiota” (microbes that colonize the human gut) – we found the
connections of this literature with the literature on Alzheimer’s disease, asso-

AC
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ciated to abnormal brain function, and markers of neuronal disorders such as
(“homocysteine”), mechanisms involved in protein quality control (“ubiquitin”)
and markers of synaptic function and learning (“BDNF”).
Motivated by this line of research, this paper addresses the LBD problem

9
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focusing on potential new discoveries in “gut-brain axis” exploration. Following the ABC model of knowledge discovery, we explore the setting where A
corresponds to recent literature on gut microbiota and C corresponds to the
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T

literature on Alzheimer’s disease.
2.2. IT motivation and research aims

In statistics, an outlier is defined as an observation that falls outside the

195

overall pattern of a distribution (Moore et al., 2007). Usually, the presence of
outliers is due to data measurement errors and they are discarded. In the area of

AN
US

literature mining, outlier documents are used in a nonstandard text mining task
of cross-context link discovery. Sluban et al. (2012) showed that the majority
200

of bridging terms can be found in outlier documents and proved experimental
evidence with tests in the gold standard migraine-magnesium domain pair, for
which a confirmed list of concept bridging terms was available.

Classification algorithms are one of the techniques that can be used to de-

205

M

tect outlier documents (Sluban et al., 2012). Documents from two domains of
interest can be used to train a classification model that distinguishes between

ED

the documents of these two domains. The constructed model allows one to classify all the documents and, those that are misclassified are declared as outlier
documents, since according to the classification model they do not belong to

210

PT

their original domain. The model considers them to be more similar to the documents of the other domain than to the documents of their originating domain.
In other words, if an instance of class A is classified in the opposite class C, we

CE

consider it to be an outlier of domain A, and we denote a set of such outlier
documents with O(A). Similarly, the set of documents originally from the class

AC

C but classified by a classification algorithm into class A is denoted as O(C).

215

Sluban et al. (2012) tested the hypothesis that domain outliers obtained by

classification noise detection have the potential for bridging different concepts.
This hypothesis was tested on the migraine–magnesium (Swanson et al., 2006)
and the autism–calcineurin (Petrič et al., 2009) domain pair datasets, with
lists of confirmed concept bridging terms (B-terms) available for testing. The
10
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Figure 1:
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0.8

B-terms in the detected outlier sets of two domain pair datasets. The

experimental results on the migraine–magnesium (Swanson et al., 2006) and on the autism–
calcineurin (Petrič et al., 2009) datasets show that the sets of detected outlier documents were
relatively small (less than 5% of the entire datasets) and that they contained a great majority
of bridging terms (around 69%), which was significantly higher than in same-sized random

220

M

subsets (around 32% and 46%).

experimental results showed that the sets of detected outlier documents were
relatively small – including less than 5% of the entire datasets – and that they

ED

contained a great majority of bridging terms, which was significantly higher than
in same-sized random subsets. These results, summarized in Fig. 1, indicate that
the effort needed for finding cross-domain links can be substantially reduced due
to exploring a much smaller subset of outlier documents, where a great majority

PT

225

of B-terms are present and more frequent.

CE

A different approach to outlier document detection is by using clustering al-

gorithms. Following Petrič et al. (2012), this work uses the OntoGen document
clustering tool (Fortuna et al., 2006) to find outliers, focusing on domain outlier documents that tend to be more similar to the documents of the opposite

AC
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domain than to those of their own domain. OntoGen supports unsupervised
or supervised document clustering. The unsupervised algorithm is based on
k-means clutering (Jain et al., 1999). First, the OntoGen’s 2-means clustering
algorithm is applied to cluster the merged document set A ∪ C (labelled root
11

Figure 2:
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Outlier detection in OntoGen. Target domain documents from literatures A

AN
US

and C are clustered according to the OntoGen’s two step approach to obtain outlier documents
O(A) and O(C): first using unsupervised and then supervised clustering.

235

in Fig. 2). The result of this unsupervised clustering is a set of two document
clusters: A0 (labelled Classified as A in Fig. 2) consists mainly of documents
from A, but may contain also some documents from C, and similarly C 0 (la-

M

belled Classified as C in Fig. 2) consists mainly of documents from C, but
may contain also some documents from A. Then, for each of the clusters, a
supervised clustering approach is applied taking into account the documents’

ED
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original domains A and C. As a result, a two-level tree hierarchy of clusters
is generated (Fig. 2) and, at the second level, we can identify outliers O(A)

PT

and O(C) as the documents categorized by 2-means clustering into the other
domain than the domain of their origin. A specifically interesting feature of OntoGen for outlier document detection is similarity graph visualization for two

CE
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given document sets (e.g., A ∪ C), constructed by ranking and visualizing all
the documents in terms of their similarity to the centroid of each individual

AC

document set (e.g., similarity to centroid cA of A and similarity to centroid cC
of C, respectively). A similarity graph is illustrated in Fig. 8 in the next section.

250

Motivated by the described line of research, this paper proposes an extended

methodology based on the detection and exploration of outlier documents, aimed
at uncovering new, previously unidentified molecular “gut-brain axis” links.

12
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3. Methodology
In order to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the knowledge dis255

covery process, we developed a new LBD methodology for detecting hidden
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connections between distinct literature domains, by reducing the investigation
only to outlier documents instead of considering entire literatures. For this rea-

son, we upgraded the CrossBee methodology developed by Juršič et al. (2012a)
with the exploration of outlier literatures as proposed by Petrič et al. (2012).
The proposed methodology is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.
literature
A

literature
C

AN
US
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O(A)

CROSS-DOMAIN
EXPLORATION

OUTLIER
DETECTION

Figure 3:

EXPERT
ASSISTED TERM
FILTERING

selected
B-terms

ED

M

O(C)

ranked
B-term
candidates

Schematic overview of the proposed methodology. Starting from two

selected sets of documents (literatures A and C), an outlier detection step is used first to

PT

select sets of outlier documents O(A) and O(C). These sets become an input for crossdomain exploration step in which candidates for bridging terms are identified and ranked.
Finally, with the expert assistance, the list of candidates is further filtered to select bridging
terms supporting a new scientific hypothesis to be checked with methods commonly accepted

CE

in the biomedical research community.

AC

3.1. Overview of the proposed methodology
The proposed methodology works on two input literatures (literature A

and literature C) that can be retrieved from a bibliographic database, such as
PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/). The methodology con-

265

sists of the three steps described below.

13
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Step 1: Outlier detection. We adopt the methodology proposed by Petrič et al.
(2012) to a two-step outlier detection process supported by the OntoGen document clustering tool (Fortuna et al., 2006). The documents from the two

270
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individual sets are loaded as a single text file (i.e. a joint document set named
AC = A ∪ C) in which each document is identified by the P M ID (PubMed
IDentifier) and described by domain label (A or C), the title and the abstract

(we used titles and abstracts based on previous experimental evidence by Petrič
et al. (2006)).

An upgraded two-level clustering approach is used to detect outlier docu-

ments. At the first level, the result of unsupervised clustering based on two

AN
US
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document clusters determines A0 (i.e. the set of documents from A ∪ C classi-

fied as A), and C 0 (i.e. the set of documents from A ∪ C classified as C). Then,
at the second level, each of these clusters is further divided into two document
sub-clusters based on domain labels (A or C) with the aim to identify outlying
280

documents: cluster A0 is divided into sub-clusters A0 ∩ A and A0 ∩ C, while

M

cluster C 0 is divided into C 0 ∩ A and C 0 ∩ C. In this manner, sub-cluster A0 ∩ C

determines outliers of C (denoted as O(C)), consisting of those documents that

ED

were obtained originally as members of C but are now classified into A0 since
they were recognized to be more similar to the documents from A than to the
285

ones from C. Similarly, C 0 ∩ A is a set of outliers of A (denoted as O(A)), con-

PT

sisting of the documents obtained originally from the domain A but classified
into C 0 based on their similarity with the documents from domain C.

CE

Step 2: Cross-domain exploration. In this step, bridging terms are searched for
by CrossBee, a user-friendly web application that implements the methodology

290

for cross-domain exploration developed by Juršič et al. (2012a). The outlier

AC

documents O(A) and O(C) detected by OntoGen are loaded in CrossBee as
a single joint text file O(A) ∪ O(C) = O(A)O(C). This input file is similar
to the one for OntoGen: it only differs for separator symbols and the source
of data (PubMed export file vs. OntoGen export file). CrossBee suggests a

295

list of B-terms by using an ensemble heuristics, combining different functions

14
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measuring the likelihood of a term being a B-term. The output is a ranked list
of B-term candidates, the ones with the highest score as a result of the ensemble
heuristics being at the top of the list. Heuristics are advanced term statistics

300
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(Juršič et al., 2012a), which are either frequency based, TF-IDF weights-based,
similarity based and outlier based evaluations of the given term in a particular
document set.

Step 3: Expert assisted term filtering. In an ideal scenario with a perfect en-

semble heuristics, all B-terms should be at the top of the ranked CrossBee list

of candidate bridging terms. Although we want to come as close to this goal as
possible, this is not realistic in the current framework and additional filtering

AN
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of candidates is needed. This is done in two steps: (3.1) discarding the terms
that have already been studied in both investigated literatures, and (3.2) further term filtering based on expert’s suggestions, allowing the system to focus
on new potentially interesting links aligned with expert’s specific research interests. While step 3.1 is fully automated (with using combined queries to check

M
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combinations in all articles available in PubMed), step 3.2 is done in a close
interaction with the expert. This way, out of different links between the inves-

ED

tigated domains, those with the highest matching with the expert’s intuition
and interests will be addressed. Experts can decide for MeSH filtering (implemented also in CrossBee), but—as in our case—they might find this option too

PT
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restrictive and prefer their own view on the domain, focusing on the particular
features they are interested in. In the beginning of this process, some of the

CE

terms can be filtered out easily by not being in a category (could also be a particular MeSH category) declared as relevant by the expert. In the continuation,

320

having a list of candidate terms together with CrossBee’s additional function-

AC

alities for visualizations of terms and documents helps the expert to investigate
and narrow down the list of candidates. In particular, it is beneficial to have a
set of recommended documents to be checked in each particular case.
As a remark, note that the proposed methodology could be used also if

325

domain C were not pre-specified by the user. In this case, one could use an
15
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open discovery process to identify domain C, using the RaJoLink method and
the corresponding software tool, developed by Petrič et al. (2009). RaJoLink
allows for starting from a specific literature A (associated to domain A), to

330

of their corresponding literatures B.
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determine a candidate domain C by exploring rare terms r, and the intersection

In the next two sections, we describe the materials and present the application of the methodology in a case study of linking the Alzheimer’s disease and

gut microbiota literature. In particular, we give more details about the three

335
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methodological steps as used in this application.
3.2. Datasets

In our study, the set of Alzheimer’s disease documents consisted of 83,322
documents and was obtained from PubMed by posing the query “Alzheimer”.
For gut microbiota, in order to work with similar numbers of elements in the two
domains, we used a more elaborate query “(gut OR intestinal) AND (microbiota
OR bacteria)” (referred to as GIMB in this paper). The resulting set for GIMB

M

340

included 73,960 documents. However, due to the functional limitations of the

ED

tool, these sets were reduced by eliminating documents with incomplete title
or abstract, and by restricting the scope of documents to those published in
years 2014 and 2015. The resulting sets are composed of 8,934 documents for
“Alzheimer” (domain A) and 8,937 for “GIMB” (domain C).

PT

345

3.3. Methodology applied to Alzheimer’s disease and GIMB literatures

CE

The three steps of the proposed methodology are described below.

AC

3.3.1. Outlier document detection with OntoGen

350

On the joint set of 17,863 documents (Alzheimer ∪ GIM B), we generated

the two-level document hierarchy with OntoGen (Fortuna et al., 2005), with the
aim of getting an insight into the contents structure of the documents and of
identifying the outlier documents.
At the first level, after transforming the documents into a feature vector
format, the documents were clustered according to their similarity (the “cosine
16
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Figure 4: Two-level cluster hierarchy with OntoGen. The ontology constructed from

17,863 papers includes two first-level clusters labelled as expected with terms appropriate
for the original domains, such as “AD, Aβ, cognitive” and “microbiota, gut, intestine” for
Alzheimer and GIMB literatures, respectively. Four second level sub-clusters separate documents according to their original search keyword.

355

similarity measure” implemented in OntoGen was used) into two distinct doc-

M

ument clusters. By checking the most relevant concepts for each cluster, the
clusters are clearly associated to the two original two domains. As illustrated

ED

in Fig. 4, the first cluster with 8,652 documents is identified by concepts related
to Alzheimer’s disease, and the second one with 9,211 documents is related to
360

the GIMB domain.

PT

At the second level, each of the two clusters was further separated according to the documents’ search origin (“Alzheimer” or “GIMB”) into two sub-

CE

clusters. The constructed hierarchy in Fig. 4 shows how we got 582 outlier documents: 428 from “Alzheimer” (O(Alzheimer) documents were automatically

365

classified as “GIMB” although they originated from the “Alzheimer” domain)

AC

and 154 from “gut microbiota” (O(GIM B) documents were automatically clas-

sified as belonging to domain “Alzheimer”, although in origin they were from
the “GIMB” domain).

17
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3.3.2. Cross-domain exploration with CrossBee
We further explored the 582 outlier documents using the CrossBee tool

370

(Juršič et al., 2012b). By processing the document set O(Alzheimer)O(GIM B),
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CrossBee extracted a list of 4,723 terms as potential bisociative terms linking

the two analysed domains. The top of the ranked list of potential B-terms is
shown in Fig. 5. The terms are ranked according to the estimated bridging term
375

potential as proposed in (Juršič et al., 2012b) and each term is associated with

ED

M

AN
US

the frequency in the outlier document sets.

Figure 5: Cross-domain exploration with CrossBee. CrossBee identified 4,723 B-terms

PT

and displayed them sorted by the ensemble heuristic value (Inner Class Score), together with

CE

their frequency in the starting outlier sets (Documents).

3.3.3. Expert assisted term filtering
First, automatic filtering was applied to the list of 4,723 terms identified

AC

by CrossBee. This filter excluded the terms that were already studied in both

380

literatures (in this step, checking all the available documents and not just the
outliers, and not restricted by the year of publication). This has reduced the
list to 2,513 terms. Next, the expert excluded terms that do not belong to the
domain-specific biomedical terminology, such as numbers, measures, verbs, etc.

18
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With this step, the set of terms was reduced to 572.
In the continuation, the expert analysed these terms by grouping them into

385

5 categories: i) Chemicals, mechanisms of action, cell components (201 terms);
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ii) Diseases, organs, tissues (204 terms); iii) Biological agents, including bacteria and viruses (63 terms); iv) Genetic mechanisms (27 terms); and v) Other
(76 terms). The expert decided to focus on the first category, as it was the
390

most relevant for the identification of mechanisms of possible pharmacological
interest. When this category was further clustered at the next level, a very

evident subcluster of terms was related to oxidative stress (31 terms). Among

AN
US

them, “Nitric oxide synthase” was identified as a promising novel bridging term
of importance for the neuronal and for the immunity field.

Nitric oxide synthase (NOS) (Katusic and Austin, 2014) is an enzyme respon-

395

sible for the synthesis of nitric oxide (NO), with a strong role in physiological and
pathological conditions, with a modulatory and inflammatory potential. While
in normal conditions NOS is expressed in neurons (nNOS) or endothelial cells

400

M

(eNOS), where it is involved in neuro- and vaso-active effects, its expression
is strongly induced during inflammation (iNOS). The inducible form of NOS

ED

(iNOS) was a potential bridging term that was chosen because of its unique
property to cover multiple fields of interest, namely immunity and inflammation, oxidative stress and neurodegenerative aspects. This finding is coherent

405

PT

with the knowledge that iNOS is an important well-known mediator of brain
and gut inflammation pathologies. In particular, microscopy analysis gut biop-

CE

sies from human patients affected by acute gut inflammation, identified higher
iNOS expression respect to healthy control subjects (Middleton et al., 1993; Kolios et al., 1998). iNOS was not found in gut non-inflamed samples. In addition,

AC

inflammatory cytokines like IL-1, tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and

410

interferon gamma (INF-γ) are involved in induction of iNOS expression. Analyses of gut tissue from patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) have
also shown a significant increase in iNOS expression and local NO signalling
(Boughton-Smith et al., 1993; Lundberg et al., 1994).
To validate the methodology, CrossBee was applied to analyse the bridging
19

Figure 6:
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Analysis of term “nitric oxide synthase” in CrossBee. The bridging

term is identified by three papers from Alzheimer literature (Gan et al., 2015; Mancuso and
Santangelo, 2014; Rannikko et al., 2015) and one from Gut microbiota literature (Xiao et al.,
2014).

term “Nitric oxide synthase”, as illustrated in Fig. 6). Using CrossBee, NOS was

M

415

identified in three documents (Gan et al., 2015; Mancuso and Santangelo, 2014;

ED

Rannikko et al., 2015) from domain “Alzheimer” and in one document (Xiao
et al., 2014) from domain “GIMB”. This outcome is depicted in Fig. 7.

PT

4. Results

We have analysed the four documents detected by CrossBee to identity the

420

CE

bridging term “Nitric oxide synthase” (Fig. 6): three papers from Alzheimer
literature (Gan et al., 2015; Mancuso and Santangelo, 2014; Rannikko et al.,
2015) and one from gut microbiota literature (Xiao et al., 2014). These outlier

AC

documents are interesting. As an example, consider the abstract of Paper (Xiao

425

et al., 2014), which is an outlier document in the PubMed gut microbiota literature, as shown in the similarity graph in Fig. 8 as a blue dot outlier among
the red Alzheimer’s disease document line. From our perspective it is noticeable that the abstract of this article presents a hypothesis that “Learning and
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Figure 7: “Nitric oxide synthase” literature. The figure illustrates that the literature

mentioning “Nitric oxide synthase” has an intersection with two individual literatures on
Alzheimer’s disease and GIMB, while the identified bridging term “Nitric oxide synthase”
has not been found in any paper mentioning both Alzheimer’s disease and GIMB. The stars
represent the four documents identified by CrossBee. As in Fig. 6, these are papers (Gan
et al., 2015), (Mancuso and Santangelo, 2014) and (Rannikko et al., 2015) from Alzheimer’s

AC

CE

PT

ED

M

and (Xiao et al., 2014) from GIMB literature.

Figure 8:

Outlier document (Xiao et al., 2014) in the similarity graph. Document

(Xiao et al., 2014) (PubMed id: 25396737) from the gut microbiota domain is shown in the
similarity graph as a blue dot outlier among the red Alzheimer’s disease document line.
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Table 2: Bridging terms (in bold), discovered as links between the Alzheimer’s
disease and gut microbiota PubMed literatures.

Argument 2

Literature on Alzheimer’s disease

Literature on gut microbiota

NOSs generate NO, which acts as

NOSs generate NO, which acts as

neurotransmitter in the brain.

neurotransmitter in the gut.

Excess of NOS activity is associ-

NOS is associated to aberrant gut

ated to brain diseases and neuroin-

inflammation.

flammation.

Microbiota dysbiosis induces ex-

AN
US

NOSs in inflammatory cells influ-
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Argument 1

ence the immune system function.

pression of NOS in immune cells.

. . .

. . .

memory abilities are associated with alterations in gut function” (Xiao et al.,
430

2014). To verify this hypothesis, the authors used behavioural and neural net-

M

work experiments to demonstrate a synergistic activity of Lactobacilli and plant
anthocyanidins in enhancing learning and memory in animal models. In addi-

ED

tion, the expression of NOS as mediator of these processes in brain, serum and
colon, was also identified (Xiao et al., 2014).
In our work, by selecting NOS as a bridging term of interest and by further

435

PT

investigating the outlier documents, we found that NOS may indeed act as a
yet unexplored connection between the Alzheimer’s disease literature and the
literature on gut microbiota, even supported by known importance of NO as

CE

neurotransmitter in the peripheral and central nervous system as well as its

440

role in inflammation. See the indicative sentences in Table 2, extracted from

AC

the outlier documents, which provide arguments for the new medical hypothesis
that NOS is indeed an interesting B-term worth investigating as a link between
gut microbiota and Alzheimer’s disease.

445

The domain expert has interpreted these findings as follows.
• NOSs (Nitric oxide synthases) generate NO (nitric oxide), which acts as
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neuronal and inflammatory mediator in the gut and the brain.
• NO levels are associated to health or disease states; therefore NOS activity

CR
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is an important parameter.
• Microbiota dysbiosis might imply changes in immune system function, as

well as different availability of gut-derived neuro-active molecules (such as

450

serotonin) that strongly influence brain function.

Further work needs to make the link clearer, however, the knowledge today

suggests that similar neurodegenerative mechanisms occur in the brain and in

455
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the gut of ill elderly, making it worth to identify new druggable targets for both
districts of the human body. Argumentation for further research on NOS is
provided in Section 5.

5. Discussion and conclusions

M

In the context of rapid growth of scientific literature, IT based discovery
methods can provide useful support to experts in a complex knowledge discovery
task of identifying cross-domain links, which may lead to new scientific insights.

ED

460

This paper addresses the problem of effectively reducing a huge search space
of possible cross-domain links by combining two different approaches to cross-

PT

domain knowledge discovery, showcased in a difficult and challenging problem of
finding potentially insightful links explaining joint “gut-brain axis” phenomena.
As the input to the addressed literature-based discovery task, we took pub-

CE

465

lished PubMed articles in two distinct literatures: i.e. papers on gut microbiota
and Alzheimer’s disease. Our research suggests a new hypothesis about the role

AC

of NOS/NO in human pathology, discovered using a new combined methodology
to find bisociative links through outlier documents. The methodology exploits

470

an interplay of two existing software tools: OntoGen (Fortuna et al., 2005) and
CrossBee (Juršič et al., 2012a). By using the OntoGen clustering tool to detect
outlier documents, and by using the expert-provided list of terms of potential
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interest, we have succeeded to effectively narrow down the CrossBee search for
bridging terms.
Our methodology has proved to be successful in discovering novel and rele-

475
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vant cross-domain links. It is especially useful in cases where the size of investigated domains is a limiting factor, making ranking of potential links too difficult
given a huge search space of possible cross-domain connections. One of the main
strengths of our approach is the reduction of the search space performed in a
480

general (not domain specific) way by restricting the search space to outlier doc-

uments identified with OntoGen. For this reason, our outlier based-approach is

AN
US

effective and could be used practically unchanged also in other, possibly very
different problem domains, such as e.g., ecology, where important discoveries

arise from the investigation of rare events or conditions of many different types
485

(Ellison and Agrawal, 2005).

Additional advantage is the functionality provided by CrossBee, which offers ranking of candidate bridging terms using ensemble heuristics, and a user-

M

friendly CrossBee’s interface with different visualisations of documents and
terms supporting experts in making decisions about further narrowing or changing the focus in the next steps of knowledge discovery. This is in line with

ED
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the Swanson’s discussion in (Swanson, 2008), emphasizing the need of computational knowledge discovery tools to support experts by suggesting differ-

PT

ent variants together with the information about their potential for hypothesis
generation, while leaving enough openness for the expert to guide the process
according to his or her research interests and intuition. This way, our methodol-

CE

495

ogy not just supports the knowledge discovery process by focusing the expert’s
attention towards the more promising terms, but also by enhancing the expert’s

AC

genuine creativity. In our practice we have several times witnessed the moments
in which the experts very creatively generated their own new ideas triggered by

500

the results of the software tool.
The main weakness—requiring further work—is related to the final choice

of candidate bridging terms to be selected for hypothesis testing, since there
is still potential to better support the experts in this phase. Although in our
24
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approach the idea is not to fully automate the knowledge discovery process
505

but rather to support the experts with a powerful and effective tool providing
recommendations for hypotheses generation, the main issue in our future work
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will be to further decrease the expert’s effort in the parts of the process, while
still leaving them the opportunity to guide the process in accordance with their
research interests.

Existing predefined categorizations, such as MeSH, may be useful for dis-

510

carding some obviously irrelevant subsets of terms, but it turns out that this
is not sufficient since it may not reflect the features perceived as most relevant

AN
US

by the expert when searching for new hypotheses. Also, such predefined general categorizations do not reflect statistical characteristics of a specific set of
515

input documents. To improve this part of the process, we intend to use semiautomated generation of ontologies for each of the two investigated domains
and to investigate existing/non-existing links with combined queries for pairs of
cluster keywords (one from each of the two investigated domains), identifying

520

M

“white spots” on a higher abstract level. Prioritizing within a chosen subclass
of terms is done based on ensemble heuristics in CrossBee.

ED

Further enhancement of the heuristics included in the ensemble may improve
this part of the process. Based on our previous experience we will do this by
focusing primarily on outlier based statistics to detect outlier documents, and by

525

PT

using predefined controlled vocabularies as already suggested in (Perovšek et al.,
2016a). Additionally, we believe that terms that are rare in the investigated

CE

context have a potential not yet fully exploited. They have been exploited in
the “Ra” step of the RaJoLink approach presented in Petrič et al. (2009) for
suggesting the domain to be connected with the investigated domain, while

AC

the potential use of rare terms (that could in this sense be viewed as term

530

outliers) in the “Link” step remains to be investigated. A related idea is to use
term extraction—e.g., by OKAPI25—to explore and utilize the specificity of a
particular term for a particular domain represented with a set of documents.
Note that most of suggested future improvements preserve the general and
domain-independent character. We will also put additional attention into the
25
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development of the human-computer interface, since we believe that an interactive approach exploiting domain experts’ knowledge will remain an important
reference for discovery speedup and for the validation of hypothesized discov-
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eries. One of the directions for supporting this interactivity is through implementations in text mining platform TextFlows (Perovšek et al., 2016b), already
540

adapted also for knowledge discovery tasks (Perovšek et al., 2016a; Cestnik
et al.).

We proceed with a discussion related to the impact of our findings in the

biomedical field. In the presented case study, among several candidate bridging

545
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terms we focused on “Nitric oxide synthase” as a promising novel bridging term,
likely describing a physiological role of nNOS and NO in both brain and gut regions as well as inducibly expressed in different pathological conditions (iNOS).
Nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) are enzymes expressed in neurons (nNOS), endothelial cells (eNOS) and in immune cells (iNOS). NO-mediated innervation
is found in the gut peripheral nervous system (Rivera et al., 2011; Phillips and
Powley, 2007), and in the brain, where NO controls brain regions susceptible

M

550

to neurodegeneration (Toda and Okamura, 2012; Blomeley et al., 2015; Stein-

ED

ert et al., 2010). From the two sets of documents used as input, we identified
the documents that were carrying the chosen bridging term, namely three documents from the Alzheimer’s disease domain (Gan et al., 2015; Mancuso and
Santangelo, 2014; Rannikko et al., 2015) and one from the gut microbiota do-

PT

555

main (Xiao et al., 2014), while the identified bridging term has not been previ-

CE

ously explored in the “gut-brain axis” literature. This is evidenced by the fact
that the combined query “Alzheimer gut nitric oxide” in PubMed revealed no
elements of connection, which suggest the novelty of the discovered link.

AC
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In the light of current knowledge published in the PubMed literature, the

finding can be interpreted in view of microbiota contribution to iNOS-mediated
inflammation at the gut level (Baruch et al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2014; Derkinderen
et al., 2011). Although not yet demonstrated, it is likely that such effects further dysregulate the brain-gut communication. In pathological conditions, such

565

as during inflammation or in the presence of environmental stressors or age26
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ing, abnormal NO levels results in oxidative effects and neurodegeneration. In
particular, in the gut, iNOS induces intestinal barrier damage (Grishin et al.,
2016), and in the brain causes nitrosylation of proteins and cell death with neu-

570
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rological consequences like dementia, Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease (Hess
et al., 2005; Horn et al., 2002). Even though the effect of iNOS is local, we
cannot exclude that its role in nitrergic gut and brain neurons can be similar,

as suggested, therefore influencing the progression of the disease (Gan et al.,

2015; Mancuso and Santangelo, 2014; Rannikko et al., 2015). Furthermore, the
potential of personalized medicine, smartfood, and microbiome-based therapeutics are of great interest today. Bioactive nutrients possibly modulate individ-

AN
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ual microbiota responses limiting inflammation and stress responses, including
NO (Jeong et al., 2015). Although NO/iNOS targeted therapeutic strategies
were already proposed (Broom et al., 2011), further studies are necessary to
clarify the consequences of pathological NO signalling in different tissues.
How gut microbiota influences the brain function is a matter of intense

580

M

studies and the molecular link between gut and brain within the “gut-brain axis”
is not known. Scientific and medical literature however is supportive of effective

ED

crosstalk between the two compartments. The final clarification of the role of
iNOS in dysbiosis of gut microbiota requires a further validation in experimental
585

models of Alzheimer’s disease. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate the utility

PT

of a search engine method for generating new research hypotheses to drive new
research approaches or to identify new druggable targets.

CE

In summary, our work proved to be effective in identifying common molecular
targets that have a role in modulating the microbiota/gut/brain axis, supporting
the interest for multi-purpose therapeutic strategies, able to contain oxidative
and inflammatory processes with high relevance for peripheral and brain neuron

AC

590

function.
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